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Author’s Note  
And Preface to the Second Edition

Several years ago Bill Miller and I published 4th Generation R&D, a detailed study of the process for achieving breakthrough innovations. We are gratified that the book remains in print, now beyond its 10th printing, and that it has become a standard reference work in R&D management and in academia.

Over the intervening years as I worked with many companies, it became obvious that there was a need for a more general book that provided an overview of both the strategic and the human dimensions of innovation, and of the business processes to support them. This material should be useful not just for R&D managers, but also for people from top management and throughout the organization who were concerned with the innovation performance of their firms. This was the goal of the present book, Permanent Innovation, which was first published in 2006.

During the five intervening years since Permanent Innovation was first published we have continued our work on innovation with many organizations around the world, and this disclosed additional themes and topics that drew us into further explorations. As result, I’ve just completed a new book, The Innovation Master Plan, which continues to take our work further. The two books are therefore friendly companions, intended to complement one another.

However, in the process of preparing The Innovation Master Plan I also discovered that some of the concepts presented in this book were incomplete, and needed to be updated. Consequently, I’ve prepared this revised, second edition of Permanent Innovation to reflect these improvements.

The major improvement involves a common misperception. Many people believe (and I used to be one of them) that innovation starts with “ideas.” People, the common view holds, come up with ideas, and then they turn them into innovations. The managed innovation process was therefore assumed to begin with ideation.
After following this approach for some years ourselves we’ve found that it’s not an accurate description of how innovation actually happens, nor is it an effective guide for how it should be managed. Instead, the most successful innovators are those who begin from a strategic perspective, thinking broadly about their goals and the key trends in society and technology, in order to define their strategic intent.
(See page 6 below.)

They then develop detailed models of risk and reward as it pertains to the uncertainty of innovation development, and all this gets translated into “innovation portfolios” of their innovation investments.

The design of this portfolio embodies a set of themes and goals, and also identifies many unknowns, or questions. The pursuit of answers to these questions is the purpose of research, and the output of research is then the input to ideation.

In this way, the innovation process is inherently strategically aligned, risk-managed, and goal-directed. And as you undoubtedly noticed, ideation is definitely not the beginning, it’s the middle, and hence the need to revise the *Permanent Innovation* model to reflect this more accurate and more useful understanding.

And it turned out that there’s so much to explore in these concepts that the idea to write *The Innovation Master Plan* became a reality.

Other than that, the only other major changes from Version 1 to Version 2 of this book is that chapters 5 and 6 switched sequence to reflect our improved understanding of the innovation process, and the short chapter on innovation infrastructure that used to be in *Permanent Innovation* was removed entirely, in favor of a much more complete discussion of the same topic in *The Innovation Master Plan*.

Finally, as the world changed a bit from 2006 to 2011, many of the stories and examples were updated to reflect the evolution of the market over these five very interesting years.
Excellence is an art won by training and habituation. We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, then, is not an act but a habit.

Aristotle

The Definition of Permanent Innovation

Innovation is the process of creating new ideas and turning them into new business and social value.

Permanent Innovation is the process of doing it continuously, as a matter of strategy, method, and habit. It happens in organizations that embrace innovation as a core value, practice innovation as a core methodology, and produce innovation as a consistent output. Permanent Innovation is thus a strategic and human process much more than a technological one, and we achieve excellence at it through thoughtful repetition of the right methods.

The notion of permanent innovation may at first be startling, and it may even seem to be a contradiction. The concept of permanence implies stability and the absence of change, while the concept of innovation implies constancy of change and novelty. Combining these two, however, yields an important synthesis: the practice of innovation not as an occasional occurrence, but as a repeating process of value creation and organizational adaptation.

Permanent innovation thus contrasts with random, intermittent, or one-shot innovation processes, none of which are sufficient for today’s markets, and none of which are the basis for the excellence we aspire to. In these times of accelerating change and increasing competition, Permanent Innovation, with a focus on the human dimensions of innovation, is an absolute necessity. Its principles are contributing significantly to the success of leading companies around the world.

This book is about how to achieve it.
Starting with the Strategic Perspective
Excerpt from page 87

Every idea is born in its own distinctive moment of inspiration. But what has inspired the inspiration? Most ideas emerge as a result of a process, a process driven by questions, or by curiosity, or by problems that need to resolved. When my grandfather was interested in something, he said hw was going to “cogitate on it,” and he would sit quietly thinking about something, and ideas would gradually come to him.

For the purposeful innovation process in organizations, what we need is not random ideas that come from random cogitation, but rather ideas that address quite specific interests and needs.

Therefore, the starting point for innovation is strategy, the intentional definition of organizational goals and objectives. If your organization has defined its strategy, then the search for innovation should build upon it. If you don't have a strategy to work from, then you’ll need to develop one, or else you’ll be in danger of going off on a random chase for wild geese, and most of the ones you’ll stumble upon will provide the value you’re looking for.

For the purposes of innovation, the strategic perspective will then be translated into an innovation portfolio. This portfolio will be managed, like all investment portfolios, to balance risk and reward, to assure that the organization is taking necessary and appropriate risk to prepare for the future.

The design of an ideal innovation portfolio is detailed work because it requires that we consider a very wide range of issues, and still reduce them down to some choices – we will choose to invest in this project but not that one, although both are interesting, because we have limited capital.

The design of the portfolio will also disclose gaps in our current knowledge, and we’ll have to fill those gaps through research, both in the hard sciences and technology areas of the modern technological revolution, and also from the soft side of consumer attitudes and behaviors. That research will be one of the major inputs into our focused process of developing ideas.

Ideation is also a broad topic, which we’ll explore in depth in the following chapter.

The resulting Insight is not so much a stage, as it is a moment in time when the result of our effort comes together and a specific path to the future becomes clear, which leads us then to 2 aspects of development, innovation development and market development.
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And the financial rewards come at the end of the process, when we close the sales and earn the financial return on all of our work.

Very broadly speaking then, innovation occurs in five stages:

1. Defining the Strategic Context for innovation and then shaping the accompanying Portfolio;
2. Research to expose New Knowledge, which leads us to create great Ideas;
3. Insight: with a clear view of the future we see the great new products, services, and business models that our organization will use to get there;
4. Innovation and Market Development, transforming great ideas into great innovations;
5. Sales, the delivery of value to the marketplace, and the transactions that provide economic return.

Avoiding Linear Thinking

Effective innovation methodology shapes the pathways by which individual ideas will be developed, and just as important, it’s a broader process which improves the odds that good and great ideas actually do arrive with regularity and that they are developed to their full potential.

Methodology also involves searching for and systematically filtering multitudes of new ideas, applying processes for turning the best ones into innovations, and using tools to help bring them to market, which in the case of breakthrough innovations is itself no simple accomplishment.
In describing innovation methodology, however, we face a challenge that’s inherent in the need to describe a complex process, which innovation is. These five major stages have lots in common, and when you’re working at innovation it’s nearly impossible to actually go through a linear process from one step to the next in an orderly fashion.

In fact, creative and innovative processes such as this, like all problem-solving activities that involve complexity, are iterative. They loop around, meaning that in the process of searching for great ideas the mind leaps forward and back, stimulating new ideas while assessing old ones, planning detailed innovation roadmaps that stimulate still more new and raw ideas. You return again and again to the various phases in an unpredictable sequence, and each time you revisit a stage where you’ve been before your ideas are a bit more developed than they were.

This is not a bad thing; in fact, it’s both natural and excellent, as experience has shown that iterative processes yield results that are far better than linear processes because they build on natural a human attribute, the capacity to improve through learning.

So don’t be deceived by the apparent order of the processes as I describe them here. In application they’re very messy, properly disorderly and rich in nuance and ambiguity, and also rich in joy, discovery, pleasurable interactions, intense arguments, and insights, experiences that come in a fascinating interpersonal and intellectual process that is also a critically important one.

...
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